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Follow the Lead-er
Perhaps one of the biggest differences between the production processes of manufacturers of ceramic

infrared heaters is the leadwires. Length differences are the most obvious, but not always the most understood.
Traditional standard lead lengths are usually either 3 or 6 inches. Custom lead lengths may be special ordered but
would require a longer delivery.

The Infrared Internationale companies stock all elements with 3 inch leads at both locations. The U.S.
facility has now started to stock the FTE-650 in 240V and 480V with 6 inch leads. Discussing lead length with your
customers or equipment providers can help shorten delivery times for your heater orders.

Another option is to order “spliced” leads. Any length of leadwire extension can be added on to the standard
3 inch length. This would add only one day on to the delivery date, depending on quantities. Problems can occur
because splices are not as reliable as continuous leads and the insulation barrier can sometimes degrade over time.
Infrared Internationale does not recommend spliced leads but it is an option to be considered when delivery is
important.

Infrared Internationale is one of the few manufacturers to reinforce their leads at the tower base with a
steatite tube to increase the dielectric strength. This is a hidden advantage of Salamander heaters, as opposed to no
additional insulation which could cause an electrical breakdown.

Standard on our elements, are 9.5mm (.365”) pin connectors as terminations. These were specially
engineered to function with our high temperature terminal blocks. Other termination options that may be custom
ordered but require no additional production time are high temperature ring, fork, or spade connectors, as pictured
below.

Infrared Internationale continues to work towards customizing elements to the customers needs while
minimizing delivery time. An awareness of the options available can help improve this service and better
personalize our business relationships.
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Application Focus:
Environmental Chambers

In our series of articles on application focus, keep in mind that there is a difference between proven applications and
potential applications.  The potential for using ceramic infrared heaters is limitless and many markets are waiting to
be tried and tested.  A good rule of thumb to use is that anywhere a gentle, easily controlled heat is needed, there
could be a place for ceramic infrared emitters.

The wavelength emission characteristic of ceramic heaters is what could make them a possible choice for use in
environmental chambers.  Life cycle testing can be affected by moving air which could contaminate the required
sterile conditions.  Some testing is done with the sole purpose of measuring the effect of infrared energy on a
product.  While infrared heaters would not be effective in ovens where an even temperature gradient is needed,
there can also be applications where spot testing, accelerated life cycle testing, or the effects of temperature
difference is required that would be very suitable for using ceramic heaters.

The potential is great for specialized testing facilities, or possibly environmental vacuum systems where convection
type heat is an impossibility.  As with many other markets, the environmental chamber industry is virtually
unexplored territory for ceramic use.  It is up to all of us to make these industries aware of ceramic infrared heaters
and their possible potential.

Elements . . . and More.
There has sometimes been confusion as to the role Mor Electric Heating plays in relation to the Infrared

Internationale companies. The 40 year old distribution company not only acts as the Master Distributor for
Salamander heaters in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, but also handles the marketing and engineering for
both Infrared companies.

The advantages to having such close association to an electric heating distributor is that accessory products
are readily available. Total fabrication packages can be assembled and purchased from Mor Electric Heating,
including overseas customers. Once you are an approved customer for one company, you may purchase from any of
the three.

Related products available are as follows. Literature and pricing can be requested on any of these products
by fax, phone, or e-mail to Mor Electric Heating.

Wire and Wiring Accessories:

Temperature Controls: (Closed Loop & Open Loop Controls)

Temperature Sensors:

Insulation:
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